
SPACE TOWER with inner drawers
The storage wonder for your provisions

As a place to store your provisions, it is evident that Consumables zone plays an 
important role in the kitchen; however, it is often underestimated during the planning 
process.  Studies show that many kitchen buyers wished, in retrospect, that they had 
more space for storing provisions.  The SPACE TOWER unit with inner drawers is 
often the only option to provide sufficient storage space in the kitchen.

SPACE TOWER with inner drawers significantly 
increase ease-of-use in the Consumables zone.  Each 
drawer provides direct access from both the front and 
the sides.  Since inner drawers always provide an 
excellent overview of your provisions, you are able to 
use them more efficiently and quickly.  Likewise, you 
can see when something is missing and needs to 
be replenished.

Fulfil your desire for more storage space with 
SPACE TOWER

The only way to achieve that perfect opening 
movement is with SERVO-DRIVE.  A feather-light 
touch on the front is all that is required to open 
your inner drawers.  TANDEMBOX pull-out systems 
are integrated with BLUMOTION; thus, silent and 
effortless closing action is guaranteed, creating a 
whole new freedom of motion in your kitchen.

Technology that inspires

More storage in less space

Blum combines outstanding design with 
excellent quality and functionality .  Inner 
drawers for SPACE TOWER are available in 
TANDEMBOX plus, TANDEMBOX intivo and 
TANDEMBOX antaro.

Cans or supplies that are not used on 
a daily basis are best kept in the top 
drawer.

Rice, pasta, canned goods, cereals, 
chips and cookies can be kept on the 
second, third and fourth drawers.  A quick 
look in these drawers is all you need to 
make your grocery list.

Heavy bottles, softdrinks and packed 
juices can be kept in the bottom drawer, 
providing easy access when you need to 
re-stock the fridge.

Consumables zone contains 
typical consumer goods such 
as canned goods, rice, pasta 
and other grocery items.  With 
SPACE TOWER, you are able to 
make optimal use of your storage 

space in the Consumables zone.   

The following shows how the true storage 
wonder of the SPACE TOWER can make all the 
difference in keeping all your consumer goods:

More options to suit your lifestyle



A tall SPACE TOWER consists of:

Inner drawer with single gallery; Height: 167 mm

Set Model Load Capacity Qty SW/TB/SG Stainless steel

I4 30 kg 1 S$ 103.13 S$ 405.81

                                                                                  Total S$ 539.51 S$ 1322.07
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Hinges

Article No. Description Qty Price

71T7500N
CLIP top with spring
0-protrusion hinge 155° 
opening angle

3 S$ 21.39

173H7100

Cruciform mounting plate 
(0 mm spacing)
With height adjustment (for 
CLIP top) 

3 S$ 2.40

973A7000 For CLIP top 155° 2 S$ 5.00

                                                                                                        Total S$ 28.79

Inner drawer

Set Model Load capacity Qty SW/TB/SG Stainless steel

I5
Inner drawer with 
double gallery
Height: 199 mm
Load Capacity: 30 kg

3 S$ 345.09 S$ 733.68

Inner drawer; Height: 84 mm

Set Model Load Capacity Qty SW/TB/SG Stainless steel

I3 30 kg 1 S$ 91.29 S$ 182.58

Drawer prices include runners and are based per set.  Prices are subject to change without prior notice.


